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Abstract: Polyethylene is one of the most used polymers in a variety of sectors. A typical technique1

used to assess ageing is infrared spectroscopy. Under oxidation, the region of the spectrum which2

is mostly studied is the one containing the carbonyl signature. However, various carbonyl groups3

contribute to the carbonyl peak: ketones, aldehydes, esters, lactones, carboxylic acids, and more.4

A usual procedure to quantify each of them is the deconvolution of experimental peaks based5

on experimental assignments of infrared bands. In this paper we complement such procedure,6

applied on two polyethylene types, with extended density functional theory (DFT) calculations of7

infrared spectra, using a polyethylene model mimicking the main features of a semicrystalline8

polymer. We compare theoretical frequencies and infrared intensities with parameters extracted9

from the literature and used to, eventually, estimate concentrations. We provide an alternative10

estimation entirely based on theoretical data, showing that DFT can be a valuable tool to analyse,11

or at least complement, experimental data to assess polymer ageing. The comparison of different12

deconvolution procedures raises the question of the contribution of conjugated ketones in the13

global carbonyl buildup, as well as that of ketones/alcohols pairs, or the relative concentration of14

esters and aldehydes.15

Keywords: polyethylene; radio-oxidation; infrared spectroscopy ; carbonyl ; density functional16

theory ; ab initio17

1. Introduction18

One of the most produced polymers is polyethylene, in its various forms (HDPE,19

LDPE, LLDPE) constituting roughly one fourth of total annual plastics world produc-20

tion [1]. The domains of applications span from everyday life food packaging, to electric21

cable insulation, to more niche, though important, sectors like the medical one (e.g.,22

hips prothesis). Polyethylene is vulnerable to oxidation, whose concern depends on23

the application, its expected lifetime and the environmental conditions in which it is24

used. For example, the oxidation of PE in contact with biological tissues is a concern25

for medical applications [2]. Harsh environments (temperature, irradiation) constitute a26

threat for the lifetime of electric cables used in, e.g., nuclear power plants [3] (NPP).27

We focus here on model materials similar to those used for the insulation of elec-28

tric cables in NPP, in order to investigate the accumulation of oxidation defects under29

γ-irradiation, at doses typical of NPP ageing. Even model materials, in general, also30

contain additives like phenolic antioxidants, whose role is to delay the oxidation of the31

material. Understanding the role of the pristine microstructure on the ageing mecha-32

nism is important. For this reason we choose to compare LLDPE (linear low density33

polyethylene) with a crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE). The investigation conditions are,34
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for relatively high doses, representative of the environment of NPP [3,4] and, for dose35

rates, corresponding to accelerated ageing experiments currently available [5–8].36

Several experimental techniques have been used in order to characterise the accu-37

mulation of oxidation species, in particular carbonyl species, in oxidized polyethylene.38

Electronic paramagnetic resonance (EPR), for example, has been used since the early39

days of irradiation studies of hydrocarbons to detect transient radical species [9], and has40

been a very useful tool to characterise some radicals [10–13]. It is however a technique41

insensitive to most stable final products, which do not carry an unpaired spin. Other op-42

tical techniques can be used to probe carbonyl species, for example photoluminescence43

(PL) [14,15] or Raman spectroscopy, but they are hardly able to distinguish, from each44

other, the various carbonyl species that might be present in oxidized polyethylene.45

Other techniques have been used, like NMR [16,17], however their sensitivity is46

much lower than what can be considered the technique of choice for a fine characterisa-47

tion of carbonyl species: Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [18–23]. This48

technique allows the detection of newly formed species in particular in the regions49

of 3000-3600 cm−1 (hydroxyl, hydroperoxides), 1600-1800 cm−1 (carbonyl and insatu-50

rations, C=O/C=C bonds). In spite of a lot of remarkable works, the deconvolution51

of all contributions to, e.g., the experimental signature of carbonyls is far from being52

straightforward.53

Even this powerful tool suffers from limitations related, on the one hand, to the54

choice of the carbonyl species to be inserted in the deconvolution procedures and,55

on the other hand, to reliable assignment of characteristic frequencies and absorption56

coefficients of each of the included chemical groups [23]. One of the difficulties is to57

obtain reference data which are representative of the local atomic environment; the latter58

is not even clearly defined, given the fact that samples of polymers to analyze contain59

amorphous and crystalline phases. Moreover, even excluding the possibility of finding60

carbonyl species in the crystalline regions —on the basis of the usual assumption that61

oxygen cannot diffuse through the crystal— frequency and absorptivity can change62

according to their localisation in the amorphous and/or at the interface between the63

crystalline and the amorphous regions.64

Our goal, in this work, is to complement experimental characterization by FTIR65

with theoretical calculations of infrared spectra based on Density Functional Theory66

(DFT). Calculation of harmonic vibrational frequencies in solids and molecules is based67

on the calculation of the second derivative of the total energy versus displacements either68

by finite differences or by linear response approaches [24]. For molecules, extensive tests69

with various levels of theory suggest scaling factors to correct errors on the frequencies70

which, nevertheless, only rarely exceed a few percent [25]. Calculations on phonon71

frequencies of inorganic solids are in general within the same error range with respect to72

experiments.73

Intensities associated with a given eigenmode depend on the derivative of the74

dipole moment with respect to the normal mode coordinate [26]. They can be calcu-75

lated using DFT both for molecules and solids, through Born effective charges and the76

phonons eigenvectors. Benchmarks on a set of small molecules show that DFT gives77

results comparable to higher level quantum chemistry approaches at a much lower78

cost [27]. While, as far as we know, no attempt was made to use IR frequencies and79

intensities calculated with DFT in order to unravel experimental spectra of carbonyl80

species in aliphatic polymers, such an approach has been applied to uracil, with a dy-81

namic approach [28], and to hydroxyl containing minerals in order to rationalize their82

behavior under pressure [29].83

In this paper we combine DFT calculations of frequencies and IR intensities of84

various carbonyl species in a model mimicking the interface between crystalline and85

amorphous phases in PE, with experimental characterisation of γ-irradiated PE (LLDPE86

and XLPE) using FTIR. In the following section (2) we give experimental (2.1, 2.1.1,87

2.1.2) and theoretical (2.2) details of our approach. Then, we present the results in88
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section 3 where, after giving the main direct outcome of the experiments (3.1) and of89

the calculations (3.2), we compare and combine them to obtain the evolution of the90

concentration of various carbonyl species in the two sets of materials (section 3.3). In the91

discussion accompanying the presentation of the results, we highlight the advantage of92

combining theory and experiment in this kind of characterisation and underline some93

open questions that arise from our comparison.94

2. Materials and Methods95

2.1. Experimental setup96

2.1.1. Sample preparation97

Linear Low Density Polyethylene LLDPE (with a density ρ=0.918 g·cm−3) was98

either only shaped as films or it was crosslinked using 1 phr of Dicumyl Peroxide (DCP).99

The first step consists in producing a homogeneous mixture of the polymer and of the100

crosslinking agent. Mixtures are made in a Haake thermoScientific twin-screw extruder,101

the cells having a total volume of 69 cm3. They are prepared under air by heating the102

cells up to 110°C and using a 50 rpm blade rotation speed, filling the Haake with LLDPE.103

After LLDPE melting, the crosslinking agent is introduced and the mixture is left 5104

minutes before removal of the twin-screw extruder. Crosslinking and shaping as films105

are performed in one single stage in a hydraulic press Polystat 200 T heater from Servitec.106

The following protocol is applied, for pure LLDPE as for LLDPE + DCP: the material is107

heated up to 170◦C then introduced in a 250 µm spacer, which is itself introduced in the108

hydraulic press until temperature homogenization is achieved. A pressure of 50 bar is109

applied for 30 seconds, then it is increased up to 200 bars by 50 bars steps. After keeping110

the polymer for 15 minutes at 200 bars, the film is finally removed from the hydraulic111

press and let to cool down before collecting the sample. Hereafter, pure polymer is112

referred to as LLDPE whereas LLDPE + DCP is referred to as XLPE. Characterization of113

both materials was carried out and the outcomes are described in the Supplementary114

Information. The following sum up can be given: LLDPE base material contains a small115

proportion of Irganox 1076 and its gel fraction is null even after shaping. XLPE contains116

the same primary antioxidant but also DCP decomposition products; its gel fraction is117

equal to 67 ± 1 % before irradiation.118

2.1.2. Irradiation119

To perform irradiations in controlled atmospheric conditions, each sample was
introduced in a glass container of known volume. Ampoules were evacuated using
a vacuum line and then filled with reconstituted air (20.0% O2, 77.99% N2, 2.01% Kr),
krypton being used as a tracer to determine the final pressure. Pictures of similar samples
in their glass containers can be found in a previous paper [30]. Sample masses were
estimated to obtain, at the end of the irradiation, a final H2 content of about 1 vol%. This
protocol is performed to allow the quantification of the radiolysis gases: the results, out
of the scope of this article, will be presented elsewhere. γ-irradiations were performed
using 60Co sources at the Poseidon facility of LABRA (Saclay, France). Dosimetry
was performed using a UNIDOS PTW dosimeter equipped with a calibration chamber
adjusted every two years by the CEA’s LNHB laboratory. No electronic correction
was made to take into account the electronic density difference between water and
the polymers. Uncertainties on given doses are less than 6%. Dose rates and doses at
which FTIR spectra were collected, are gathered in Table 1. As irradiations have been
performed under oxidative atmosphere, the critical thickness not to be exceeded to
ensure homogeneous oxidation conditions through the polymer thickness, ec has to be
estimated. We used the Gillen & Clough [31] relation, given by

ec =

√
8 · p · P(O2)

G(−O2) · I
, (1)
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Table 1: Irradiation conditions.

Nominal dose (kGy) Dose rate (Gy/h) Real dose (kGy)

12 1.07 11.96 ± 0.72
24 1.07 24.02 ± 1.44
50 1.06 49.98 ± 3.00
100 1.06 99.98 ± 6.00

Table 2: FTIR band assignments in the carbonyl area. We note by ν∗exp the assigned
experimental wavenumber (from the reference in the last column) and with νmin and
νmax the minimum and maximum values allowed in the deconvolution procedure.

FTIR band
assignment ν∗exp [cm−1] Degree of freedom Reference

νmin [cm−1] νmax [cm−1]

Lactone 1785 1783 1787 Ref. [33]
Ketone+alcohol 1706 1704 1708 Theory, this work
Free car-
boxylic acid
or Peracid

1756 1754 1758 Refs. [33],[34]

Ester 1740 1738 1742 Ref. [35]
Aldehyde 1730 1728 1732 Ref. [35]
Ketone 1718 1716 1720 Ref. [35]
H-bonded
carboxylic
acid

1710 1708 1712 Ref. [36]

Conjugated
ketone

1685 1683 1687 Ref. [32]

where P(O2) is the oxygen pressure (in atm) in the irradiation cell, p is the oxygen120

permeation in the polymer (in mol·cm2·kg−1·atm−1·s−1) , I is the dose rate (in Gy·s−1),121

and G(-O2) is the oxygen consumption radiation chemical yield (in mol·J−1). ec was122

estimated to be about 150 µm. Nominal film thicknesses being about 250 µm, it has123

thus to be supposed that irradiations are not performed homogeneously as far as the124

oxidation is concerned.125

2.1.3. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy126

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra of the polymers were acquired using a127

Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer equipped with a Bruker Platinum single reflection dia-128

mond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) accessory and a DTGS (Deuterated TriGlycine129

Sulfate) detector. Spectra were recorded between 4000 and 600 cm−1 at a resolution of130

2 cm−1 with 64 accumulated scans.131

Deconvolution is one of the two techniques usually employed to discriminate the132

absorption bands, linked to different functional groups, forming a single broad infrared133

peak [32]. In this study, the fitting is performed on the carbonyl broad peak which134

grows in PE during radio-oxidation. The fitting was performed assuming the FTIR band135

assignments given in Table 2, allowing a certain degree of freedom on the positions of136

the peak maxima and widths.137

Deconvolutions were carried out for both materials but only at the two higher138

doses listed in Table 1, as the carbonyl signal at 12 and 24 kGy was too weak to obtain139

reliable results. The baseline to be removed was determined in the area 1650-1800 cm−1.140

The fitting function used is a combination of Gaussian functions, which corresponds to141
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the assumption that linewidths stem essentially from disorder, i.e., that new bonds are142

formed mainly in the amorphous phase.143

For each set of data we carried out four alternative deconvolutions, with different144

constraints on the FWHM of the gaussian components. The reason for that is, first, to145

check how the quality of the fit depends on this parameter and, second, to relate this146

parameter to the spread of the frequencies obtained theoretically while varying the local147

environment of each of the considered chemical species. The constraints on the FWHM,148

assumed to be the same for all chemical groups, were: 5-18 cm−1, 10-20 cm−1, 15-25149

cm−1 and 20-30 cm−1. Experimental analysis generally assumes infrared band widths150

do not exceed 15 cm−1. However, our theoretical results suggest that bands can be larger.151

Further details are provided in the Supplementary Information.152

In addition to the deconvolutions carried out with experimental reference frequen-153

cies, a deconvolution of the experimental results was performed with the frequencies154

obtained by DFT calculations discussed later. In this case the peaks central position were155

given the same degree of freedom as for experimental reference frequencies, while the156

widths of the gaussians were allowed to span the range 10 to 20 cm−1.157

In the following we will show only the result of one deconvolution (the one with158

constrained FWHM between 10 and 20 cm−1), but further details are given in the159

Supplementary Information.160

2.2. Theoretical approach161

Our theoretical approach of the infrared spectrum of polyethylene containing162

carbonyl defects is based on density functional theory (DFT). Before describing the163

technical details of the theoretical framework we discuss the model used for polyethylene,164

in order to represent both the crystalline and the amorphous regions, and their interface.165

We relied on a slab supercell including a thin crystalline lamella separated by its periodic166

images, in the direction perpendicular to the lamella surface, by a region which is167

empty space except for a single chain connecting the two lamella surfaces. This model,168

containing 150 atoms, is a variant of the model described in detail in [37]; the modification169

consists in the connecting chain, which was branched on each surface by removing a170

hydrogen atom. A view of this model can be seen in figure 1. The model was fully171

relaxed by keeping fixed the in-plane lattice parameter of the orthorhombic crystal and,172

for the out-of-plane lattice parameter, we kept the value used in [37]. We note that this173

gives an overall density (0.88 g/cm−1) which is close to typical experimental values for174

LLDPE.175

Total energy calculations were performed with norm conserving pseudopotentials176

and a plane wave basis set with a kinetic-energy cutoff of 80 Rydberg. A Γ-centered177

2×3×2 Monkhorst-Pack k-grid was used for representing screening. The atomic struc-178

tures were relaxed down to a force threshold of 10−4 Rydberg/Bohr. The chosen ex-179

change correlation (xc) functional is the optB86b van der Waals functional [38] providing180

a satisfactory description of dispersion forces in polyethylene [39].181

The model’s eigenfrequencies and infrared activities were calculated in the frame-
work of density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) [24] using the ph.x module of
the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO software package [40]. The infrared activity for mode ν, Iν, is
obtained from the DFPT Born effective charges Zi

α,β and phonon displacements ui
ν,β as

Iν = ∑
α

∣∣∣∣∣∑i,β Zi
αβui

ν,β

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(2)

where α and β are cartesian directions and i is the label of the atom in the cell. We note182

that this quantity, proportional to the contribution of a single mode to the IR absorption183

cross sections (σIR(ν)), is closely related to the molar extinction coefficient, indicated184

by εIR(ν), through σIR(ν) = log(10) × 103/NA × εIR(ν), where NA is the Avogadro185

number.186
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Figure 1. The PE model used for DFT calculations; the periodically repeated unit cell, including a
thin crystalline lamella with two surfaces connected by an alkyl chain, is shown. The parameters
of the orthorhombic cell, containing 151 atoms, are 9.72, 6.96 and 19.96 Å.

Carbonyl defects of various types were introduced in the lamellar model just187

described at various possible positions (one at a time); for example, for carboxylic acids188

the insertion procedure (somewhat more complex then for other groups) consisted189

in taking three consecutive carbons, saturating the first with an additional hydrogen,190

removing the second with the two attached hydrogens, and, for the third, substituting191

the two attached hydrogens with an oxygen atom and an OH group. After the insertion192

of the carbonyl group the structure was then fully relaxed before performing phonon193

calculations. In order to classify the different insertion sites, the crystal bulk, the surface,194

and the amorphous region separating the two surfaces, were determined on the basis of195

the in-plane averaged atomic density, as shown in figure 2.196

2.3. Calculation of carbonyl concentrations197

The concentration c of the various carbonyl species in the four PE samples have198

been extracted from the gaussian height, outcome of the deconvolution, through the199

Beer-Lambert law (A = εlc), where ε is the molar extinction coefficient at the relevant200

frequency, assuming that the heights are proportional to the absorbance A. The path201

length l corresponds to the effective penetration depth.202

FTIR-ATR spectra were recorded in Attenuated Total Reflectance. Using this kind203

of module, the depth of penetration dp and the effective penetration de can be calculated204

according to the equations in Ref. [23], using the refractive index of the ATR crystal205

(diamond, n=2.4) and the refractive index of polyethylene (assuming the value of the206

pristine material, n=1.5) and an incidence angle of 45◦. In our case, the calculated207

effective penetrations are of the order of 2.5 µ for the frequencies of interest, but we208

calculated them explicitely as a function of the frequency, thus taking into account the209

slight difference in penetration depth of the beam at different frequencies. We note that210

the effective penetratioin depth is then markedly smaller than the critical thickness for211
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Figure 2. Planar average atomic density along the z direction (perpendicular to lamella surfaces)
for the model shown in Fig. 1. The various curves have been obtained with different choices of the
width σ for the gaussian function representing each atom. The region considered as ”surface” in
the following is delimited by blue vertical lines. Dotted lines are the boundaries of the periodic
cell.

oxygen diffusion mentioned above, assuring thus the homogeneity of the oxidation in212

the analysed region.213

For the ε values, those that were not available from experiments, were supplied by214

theoretical values extracted from our calculated IR activities (see section 2.2), assuming,215

for a given species i, εi = ε
exp
ketone ×

εtheo
i

εtheo
ketone

. The used values will be presented in section216

3.2.217

3. Results and discussion218

3.1. Analysis of experimental FTIR spectra219

Figure 3 presents the deconvolution results obtained for LLDPE irradiated at 50220

and 100 kGy; the numerical details are given in Table 3. Analogous results for XLPE221

irradiated at 50 kGy and 100 kGy are presented in Figure 4 and Table 4.222

The main goal of the deconvolutions is to estimate the relative concentrations of223

the various chemical species produced under irradiation, which can help understanding224

the kinetic mechanisms driving the degradation of polyethylene under irradiation. To225

extract concentrations from the parameters of the gaussian functions outcome of the226

fitting procedure, one has to consider that the molar extinction coefficient ε of the various227

species are potentially different. Moreover, as we will see, some questions remain about228

the identification/assignment of the frequencies and IR intensity associated with the229

various experimental peaks. For this reason we first present the theoretical results that230

we obtained, which can, in some cases, provide missing (or alternative) data for the231

analysis of the experimental results.232

3.2. Calculated IR spectra233

To support the interpretation of the measured FTIR spectra we calculated, using234

DFPT, the infrared spectra of several carbonyl species, inserted in our lamellar model235

at various possible insertion sites. These include crystalline bulk sites, carbonyls at236

carbon atoms sitting on the lamellar surface, or on the chain in the low density region237

mimicking the amorphous fraction of the polymer. We focus here on the carbonyl region238

of the spectrum. The absolute value of the calculated frequencies is generally a few tens239

of cm−1 lower than expected frequencies. This probably comes from the approximations240
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Figure 3. Deconvolution results for LLDPE irradiated at 50 kGy (left) and 100 kGy (right). FWHM
of the fitting gaussians are constrained between 10 and 20 cm−1. The corresponding numerical
results given in Table 3.

Table 3: Numerical results of the deconvolution for LLDPE irradiated at 50 kGy (left)
and 100 kGy (right). Constraints on peak positions ν are in Table 2. FWHM of the fitting
gaussians are constrained between 10 and 20 cm−1.

FTIR band
attribution

ν∗exp

[cm−1]
LLDPE 50 kGy LLDPE 100 kGy

ν height FWHM ν height FWHM

Lactone 1785 1787 1.20×10−4 20 1787 3.1−4 20
Ketone+alcohol 1706 1704 6.70×10−4 20 1705 0.00189 19.5
Carboxyle 1756 1758 1.12×10−4 20 1758 ' 2.95×10−5 20
Ester 1740 1741 2.47×10−4 15.4 1742 2.45×10−4 15.4
Aldehyde 1730 1730 3.39×10−4 19.7 1730 0.00104 19.6
Ketone 1718 1718 0.00148 18 1719 0.00312 13.5
H-bonded
Carboxile

1710 1710 3.52×10−4 20 1711 0.00139 10
Conj. ke-
tone

1685 1685 2.70×10−4 20 1683 6.08×10−5 19.6
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Figure 4. Deconvolution results for XLPE irradiated at 50 kGy (left) and 100 kGy (right). FWHM
of the fitting gaussians are constrained between 10 and 20 cm−1. Associated numerical results
given in Table 4.

Table 4: Numerical results of the deconvolution for XLPE irradiated at 50 kGy (left) and
100 kGy (right). Constraints on peak positions ν are in Table 2. FWHM of the fitting
gaussians are constrained between 10 and 20 cm−1.

FTIR band
attribution

ν∗exp

[cm−1]
XLPE 50 kGy XLPE 100 kGy

ν height FWHM ν height FWHM

Lactone 1785 1785 7.27×10−4 20 1784 0.00175 20
Ketone+alcohol 1706 1705 0.0032 19.4 1704 0.00467 20
Carboxyle 1756 1758 1.21×10−4 20 1758 0.00108 20
Ester 1740 1740 0.0019 17.8 1741 0.00322 17.3
Aldehyde 1730 1728 0.00252 13.5 1730 0.00466 19.7
Ketone 1718 1719 0.00779 10.6 1718 0.00879 14.5
H-bonded
carboxyle 1710 1711 0.0033 10.1 1712 0.00218 20

Conjugated
ketone

1685 1685 4.95×10−4 20 1684 0.00121 20
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Table 5: Comparison of theoretical (average) frequencies and IR activities with the
corresponding experimental values (frequencies and ε are extracted, for each species,
from the references mentioned in table 2). The calculated quantities are averaged over a
number of insertion sites of the carbonyl in the lamellar model. The standard deviation
of the frequencies and of the IR activities are given in parenthesis.

ν∗th [cm−1] ν∗exp [cm−1] IR activity [(D/Å)2amu−1] ε [L mol−1cm−1]

Lactone – 1785 – 720[41]
Ester 1684 (9.4) 1740 10.99 (1.422) 450[42]
Ketone 1672 (9.9) 1718 7.02 (0.827) 300[42]
Aldehyde 1702 (5.1) 1734 7.25 (1.313) 235[23]
Carboxylic Acid
(free) 1711 (3.7) 1756 11.50 (2.571) 516[23]

H-bonded Car-
boxylic acid – 1710 – 680[42]

Conjugated
Ketone

1658 (16.3) 1685 5.10 (1.659) 388[23]

Ketone+Alcohol 1664 (12.1) – 6.99 (1.291) –

used, but might also partly depend on the role of the local atomic environment. As a241

support to the comparison of experimental and theoretical frequencies, we provide in242

the Supplementary Information further results of calculations for isolated molecules,243

compared to experimental results obtained for gas, liquid phases or solutions.244

However, more than on the absolute value, we focus here on the spread of the245

frequency for a single species as a function of the position of the carbonyl in the lamellar246

model. The absolute value of the calculated frequencies are generally on the order of247

30 cm−1 lower than the experimental values presented in Table 2. We summarise in248

table 5 the average values of calculated frequencies and IR activities and their standard249

deviation. From the latter one can extract the corresponding FWHM of a corresponding250

gaussian distribution, that can be compared with the constraints given in the deconvo-251

lution procedure. As an example, the calculated FWHM is ∼ 22 cm−1 for ketones, ∼252

23 cm−1 for esters, ∼ 9 cm−1for carboxylic acids, and 38 cm−1 for conjugated ketones,253

although for the latter two species we have only few data.254

The discrepancies between theoretical and experimental frequencies is on the order255

of generally proposed correction factors for quantum chemical calculations of vibrational256

frequencies [25] for molecules; a scale factor of 1.025 applied to theoretical frequencies257

would bring them in fair agreement with the experimental reference values. We note258

that we compared our theoretical carboxylic acid to the free carboxylic acid of table 2,259

and not to the H-bonded variant, whose experimentally determined frequency would260

perfectly match our theoretical value. In this respect we performed some tests for small261

molecules and our theoretical prediction of the vibrational frequency of propionic acid262

(1772 cm−1) is in fairly good agreement with NIST gas-phase results [43], without the263

application of the scale factor. This suggests that the role of the local atomic environment264

and the intermolecular interactions on the characteristic frequencies are still to be fully265

understood.266

We now analyse the theoretical results, both the frequencies and intensities, accord-267

ing to the position of the carbonyl species in the unit cell. To this goal we now present in268

a graphical form (figure 5) the results already summarised in table 5, through average269

values and standard deviations.270

The results, within the limit of our model, do not show a strong difference in271

dispersions, both of frequencies and IR activities, versus the position. However, in272

particular for esters, the dispersion in the bulk seems a bit less pronounced than on273

the surface and the low density (amorphous like) region. Figure 6 shows also that the274

dispersion of the intensities seems much larger for esters and carboxylic acids than for275
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Figure 5. Calculated frequencies of the carbonyl group for a) ketones, b) esters, c) carboxylic acids,
d) enones, presented as a function of the position in the simulation cell in the direction perpendic-
ular to the lamellæ. Vertical blue lines delimit regions identified as amorphous, crystalline, and
surface, as shown on top of the graph.

Figure 6. Calculated infrared activities of the carbonyl group for a) ketones, b) esters, c) carboxylic
acids, d) enones, presented as a function of the position in the simulation cell in the direction per-
pendicular to the lamellæ. Vertical blue lines delimit regions identified as amorphous, crystalline,
and surface, as shown on top of the graph.
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ketones and enones. We note that we do not find any clear sign of correlation between276

the frequency and the IR activity of the calculated configurations.277

We choose to present the theoretical results for frequencies and IR activities obtained278

with our lamellar model as a function of the position of the carbonyl in the model279

structure, in particular as a function of the distance with respect to the lamella surface.280

The idea is to understand if it could be possible, in principle, to distinguish through the281

IR signal the position of the carbonyls, even if we know that it is generally admitted282

that oxygen molecules cannot penetrate and thus induce carbonyl formation inside the283

crystalline regions. If, however, for some reason some oxygen happens to be trapped in284

a crystalline environment, or able to penetrate it, our results do not support the idea that285

inside the crystal the frequency values are less dispersed than in the amorphous region,286

and thus distiguishable in any way. It is true that the lamella in our model is much287

thinner than real crystalline lamellæ in polyethylene, but we stress also the importance288

of being able to simulate phenomena at the interface between amorphous and crystal289

phases, which constitute a relevant fraction of the material [44,45]; moreover, at lamellæ290

surfaces, at least some of the relevant reactions involved in PE ageing and carbonyl291

production may take place easier than elsewhere [37].292

Let us come now to the dispersion of frequencies as calculated for every single293

carbonyl type. We note that the gaussian width allowed in experimental deconvolution294

procedures (10-20 cm−1) are coherent with what we find from our multiple calculations;295

at least for ketones and esters, for which we have a sufficiently large set of calculated296

data. This confirms that the origin of the width of infrared peaks associated to each297

carbonyl type has to be attributed to the variety of local atomic environments available,298

although not necessarily due to the amorphous nature of the region were carbonyls are299

formed: for surface and subsurface regions we predict similar dispersions.300

If we analyse the comparison of theoretical and experimental frequencies of IR active301

modes, first we note that the theoretical spectrum of our PE model is globally in good302

agreement with experiments (see Supplementary information), although with a slight303

overestimation (1.7%) of the C-H stretching doublet at 2850-2925 cm−1 and a similar304

underestimation (1.2%) of the bending modes around 1450-1500 cm−1. Concerning the305

IR active C=O stretching mode used to probe carbonyl species, the underestimation306

seems to be a bit larger according to table 5, yet quite satisfactory for DFT calculations of307

this kind. We performed similar calculations for small molecules containing similar C=O308

bonds and we obtained results which are, in some cases, in even better agreement with309

the experiment (see Supplementary Information). However, we stress that the choice310

of the experimental reference value is not always straightforward, even for such small311

molecules, whose frequency can change significantly according to the investigated phase312

(gas, liquid, solution). Variations might possibly be expected also between PE samples313

with different density, additives, and carbonyl concentrations. In order to estimate314

concentrations, however, we need an even better match with experimental frequencies,315

thus we chose to scale the theoretical frequencies with a factor (1.025) which brings them316

close to experimental results (almost minimizing the standard deviation of the error317

distribution), keeping however the theoretical ratio between frequencies of different318

carbonyls.319

A last note on the inclusion, between the various carbonyl species, of ketone+alcohol320

pairs, for which we do not have an experimental reference. In a recent paper assessing the321

viability of various reaction paths through energy barrier calculations [37], we suggest322

that a relevant ketone production mechanism leads to such pairs. Our calculations of323

vibrational modes shows a slight decrease in the average frequency and, thus, we think324

it is interesting to include them in the deconvolution procedure.325

3.3. Concentrations of carbonyl species326

The obtained concentrations are shown in figure 7. Here we compare three sets of327

concentrations, of which the first was obtained uniquely from experimental estimations328
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Figure 7. Concentrations of various species as determined from FTIR spectra deconvolution for
LLDPE and XLPE for two irradiation doses. We show concentrations obtained with three different
sets of fitting parameters, coming only from experiments (“Exp”), only from theory (“Theory”), or
from a combination of them (“Exp+εtheo”).

of peak heights and extinction coefficients, the second is issued from a combination of329

experimental peak heights and theoretical IR activities/ε, and the third was obtained330

using peak heights from a deconvolution based on theoretical frequencies, combined331

with theoretical IR activities (except for lactones and H-bonded carboxylic acids, which332

were not in our calculated set). We note that the main outcomes are qualitatively333

similar for the three sets of concentrations: ketones are the dominant carbonyl type334

for both material types and doses, as expected from several previous results on similar335

materials [22,46–48]. Second, the build up of carbonyl species is significantly larger for336

XLPE than for LLDPE. Third, other species whose concentration is non-negligible are337

esters, aldehydes, lactones, and conjugated ketones.338

For the latter, we note the first clear peculiarity of the concentrations obtained339

uniquely from theoretical frequencies and IR activities: a much higher concentration340

of enones (α, β-conjugated ketones), which is probably due to two factors: the relative341

frequency with respect to other species (closer to ketones in the theoretical frequency342

set) and the lower relative value of the absorption coefficient in the theoretical set with343

respect to the experimental one. For the latter, the reference experimental value was344

obtained for propiophenone, an aromatic compound which is, in fact, different from our345

enone.346

The other main difference is the prevalence of esters over aldehydes in the theo-347

retical analysis, in contrast with the experimental one. This comes not only from the348

different extinction coefficients, but also from the inversion of the frequency ordering349

between the two species. The fact that, theoretically, we find a slightly higher frequency350

for aldehydes than for esters is not excluded by the experimental results presented351

in Ref. [23]. This is not without consequences in assessing the ageing mechanisms in352

polyethylene, because the presence of aldehydes is directly related to the occurring of353

β-scission reactions [49], possibly triggered by alkoxy radicals [37]. Esters, on their side,354
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require beforehand the presence of ketone groups which are attacked by alkoxy radicals355

[50]. As products of secondary reactions, their concentration could be expected to be356

lower than the one of aldehyde groups.357

The concentration of ketone+alcohol pairs, which, even in the experimental set of358

reference data is the only one which is, in fact, coming from our calculations, seems to be359

in competition with conjugated ketones in the lower frequency section of the carbonyl360

signal. A larger separation (in frequency) between ketones and ketone+alcohol pairs361

clearly enhances the calculated concentration of the latter, at the expense of conjugated362

ketones, which represent the lowest frequency of the fitting set. Nevertheless, even in the363

fully theoretical set, where ketone and ketone-alcohol pairs are very close in frequency364

(and then in competition in the deconvolution procedure) their concentration is non365

negligible, which suggests they cannot be overlooked.366

The results, in spite of some discrepancies, show that using the outcome of DFT cal-367

culations can be a valuable tool to complement experimental reference data in analysing368

experimental spectra of aged polymers, and can contribute to a necessary critical assess-369

ment [23] of those reference data, especially concerning the absorption coefficients of370

various species. The theoretical model of PE used in this paper is a rather simplified one,371

and yet it contains the main ingredients of the complex microstructure of a semicrys-372

talline polymer. Such feature is important in order to be able to estimate the influence of373

the local atomic environment on properties, like bond stretching frequencies and dipole374

moment derivatives, which are fairly local in nature, but not as much so as to guarantee375

that they can be simulated by isolated molecules in the gas phase.376

4. Summary and Conclusions377

In summary, we have analysed the carbonyl degradation products in two polyethy-378

lene variants (LLDPE and XLPE) using FTIR spectroscopy. Our analysis of experimental379

infrared spectra, collected on γ-irradiated samples at two doses, combines usual decon-380

volution procedures and experimental reference data with an extended first principles381

study of the infrared spectra of various carbonyl species in a model atomic structure.382

Our model contains structural features of the crystalline, the amorphous phases and383

the interface between them. The theoretical results, in spite of a slight underestimation384

of the frequency of the carbonyl signals, well inside the expected accuracy of the method,385

provide reliable infrared activities that can complement experimental estimation in the386

exploitation of experimental spectra. The spread in frequencies according to the atomic387

site where the carbonyl is inserted gives an insight into the influence of the local atomic388

structure (amorphous, lamella surface, crystal) on the frequencies and IR activities and389

can be compared to those extracted from deconvolution of experimental spectra.390

The estimation of the concentration of carbonyls of various types based on, uniquely,391

theoretical data are compared to the outcome of a fully experimental procedure, showing392

global agreement. Some differences in the ratio of aldehyde to esters, and the contribu-393

tion of conjugated ketones, raises the question of the contribution of these species in PE394

ageing under radio-oxidation. Another carbonyl variant which should be further investi-395

gated, and which is not systematically included in FTIR analysis of irradiated polyolefins,396

is a combination of a ketone with an alcohol, as a result of a reaction involving alkoxy397

radicals.398

In conclusion, we think that the approach presented here, combining experimental399

and theoretical infrared spectra, potentially enhances the capability of FTIR spectroscopy400

to distinguish and quantify degradation products present in polymers undergoing401

ageing processes. This method can be easily applied to other polymers, provided a402

representative atomic model is conceived.403
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